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david alexander robertson

David’s realization that education could combat racism and
sexism inspired him to write the graphic novel The Life of Helen
Betty Osborne, published in 2008. He continues his dedication to
Aboriginal education by writing 7 Generations an epic, fourpart graphic novel series.
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7 Generations spans
three centuries of one
family, from the prairie
encampment of Plains
Cree in the early 19th
century to urban
modern-day society.

Scott’s many projects include work as a colourist and illustrator
for comics, portraiture, advertising art, and, most recently, two
WWII web comics for the Canadian Air Force’s For Valour series.
Scott is also the author and illustrator of the sci-fi/fantasy comic,
The Books of Era.

BOOKS IN THIS SERIES:
Book 1: Stone (published) introduces Edwin, a young, lost, Aboriginal man who
must learn about and embrace his family’s past if he is to have any future.
Book 2: Scars is the story of White Cloud, set against the smallpox epidemic
of 1870–1871.
Book 3: Ends/Begins is the story of Edwin’s father, and the residential school saga.
Book 4: The Pact (forthcoming) is a story of redemption, as father and son reconcile
their past and begin a new journey.
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